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experiment using paints and non- !
cyanide 'based plating for : elective ':
hardening. several ahernative "lop-off:
methods performed well enough for
aerospace application.

In another experiment, the Bark-
hausen Effect, a magnetic effect was
studied for po: sible use in gear manu-
facturing inspection, especjally case
depth mea urementand grinding 'bums

detection. Results indicated tha! it may
have use in case depth measurement,
but testing still meeds 10 be done in the
detection of grinding 'bums.

For more informatiOD about these
ex.periment • circle Reader rl'ic,e

,umber A·I01.

IINIFAIC REIPORTS ONI RE,ICIENT IHOBBING
ANI 01 HIEAT TREATIINIG EXPERIMENTS

CflicQ8~ResullS of recent studies
on residual stress in gear hobbing, hob..
bing without lubrieants and heat treating
were reported by representatives of
INFAC (Instrumented Factory for
'Gears) at an indu try briefing in March

of this year.
The results of four experiments on

residual stress in gear Ilobbing indicat-
ed the fonowing: conventional hobbing
generate lower re idual stress than
climb bobbing: lower speed/feed
means lower residual tresses; stresses
in the roots of the gear teeth are gener-
aUy higher than those in [he flanks; and
the leading ide of the gear tooth flank
alway has higher tress 'than the trail-
ing ide of the gear tooth flank.

Dryhobbing studie involving resid-
ual stress depth profile analysis showed
thai tile profile wa independent of
speed, bUI dependent upon feed rate and
hardness of the 'materials.

Heat treating is another important
re earch subject at [ FA . A maj r sta-
tistlcnlly de igned experiment deter-
mined the 'effect on part quality of the
healing cycle. the carbon diffusion
cycle. the location of pan within Ihe
carbunzarion furnaceand of incoming
residual tre in pans after carburizing.
Result howed an unexpected trend
toward Ie distonion in index and run-
out for pari with higher incoming
stresses. Other conclusions are that the
ramp heating cycle produced lesserror
in index and runouj in gears after car-
burizing; the boo t healing cycle caused
slightly higher tensile l'esidual stresses
in [he carburized areas; and the furnace
local ion had no effect on re idual stres -
e • but did influence distortion.

In another, preliminary heal trealing
study. the possibility is being explored
that dew probes may 'be used in place of
oxygen probes for anno phere control
in carburizing furnaces.

Another important focus for mFAC
has been the use of alternative process-
ing methods '1.0 reduce pollution. ]n an
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